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PIPING SOLUTIONS

Sewage

PVC PIPES - 3P
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WE
ARE
a private company Peštan, leader in the Balkans in 
the production and distribution of products and 
solutions from the polymers.
Company was founded in 1989 and has been 
producing water pipes made of polyethylene. 
Over time, we introduced new materials 
(polypropylene and PVC) and expanded product 
range. Today, in our offer you may find more than 
8.500 products, divided into four categories:

Edition 8
BATHROOM
SOLUTIONS
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PVC PIPES - 3P
Production program Pestan PVC pipes for home system sewage-3p pipes- represents the pipes made of supreme quality polivynil chloride PVC-U 
in diameters Ø32 do Ø160. 
Also these pipes are produced in lenghts of 250mm, 500mm, 1000mm, 2000mm, 3000mm, 4000mm.
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OUTER LAYER
Gray PVC
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PICTURE CODE d s t

It should be highlighted that using special technology these pipes manage 
to reduce noise level more than regular PVC pipes during the flow. 

Next to the standard sizes Pestan produces also 3P pipe diameter 110 with 
an increased wall thickness (3.2mm) - PEŠTAN PREMIUM PIPE ULTRA

Peštan PVC pipes are produced as three layered with innner white layer 
which is very smooth thanks to special tecnology and because of that 
the sedimenting on inner layers is decreased. White color makes easier 
inspections of pipeline.

KG PIPE SDR51 SN2
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We do not only sell pipes, we combine reliability with quality for the ultimate benefit of our clients.

We do not build short-term client relationships, but long-term and genuine partnerships.

 Everything we do, we do with one thing in mind - to create ideas to perfectly match
all our client needs and the best way for us to achieve this goal is to constantly educate our clients 
provide solutions that meet their specific needs and support them throughout the entire process.

  
Because our success is as big as your trust in us. 

BRAND MANIFESTO
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+381 034 700 300
OFFICE@PESTAN.NET

PUT 1300 KAPLARA 188
ARANDJELOVAC

34300 SERBIA


